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Descriptive Inventory

SC 254    LESLIE, Preston Hopkins, 1819-1907 – Relating to

1 folder.  2 items.  1910, 1969.  Photocopies.

1969.34.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 254    LESLIE, Preston Hopkins, 1819-1907 – Relating to

Photocopies of sketch written about Preston Hopkins Leslie in 1910, and a letter, 16 August 1969, written by Mary (Leslie) Ford, Helena, Montana, to Tim Cantrell, Henderson, Kentucky, related to Cantrell’s interest in writing a book about Preston Hopkins Leslie, Ford’s grandfather. Leslie was governor of Kentucky from 1871 to 1875, and governor of Montana from 1887 to 1889.

1 folder.  2 items.  Photocopies.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Cantrell, Timothy – Letter to
Ford, Mary Leslie
Harlan, John Marshall, 1833-1911 – Relating to
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